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Executive Summary
The Marketing Director, Larry Hoffman, was using another company to manage his social 

media. He did not have time to manage it, nor did he want to with all of the changes. At 

the time no one else in his industry that was in his area was utilizing social media. He 

liked that; therefore, he wanted to continue and stay ahead of his competition. Many of 

his issues with the past company were:

• Lack of communication

• Unclear strategy

• Unable to prove ROI (Return on Investment)

Within the 1st month we showed Larry that many of his followers were from out of the 

country and didn’t speak English and this seemed to be the trend across all of his social 

media platforms. 

We then explained how we were going to clean that up and how we were going to move 

forward. 



About Whitworth Builders
Whitworth Builders has been building new construction homes in the Northwest 

Florida area since 1964. Whitworth Builders social media did not represent the 

company. Hoffman researched to see if other builders were encountering the same 

issues. Much to his dismay he did not find many answers. That is when he began 

searching for a new company. 

http://whitworthbuilders.com/


Marketing Challenges

1. The biggest problem Hoffman faced was the lack of communication and accountability

he had with the current company. This is what we discussed in our first meeting. He

wanted to avoid this and have an open dialogue instead.

2. Hoffman recognized with the lack of monthly reporting he was unable to justify

accountability.

3. Hoffman was willing to do whatever it took to get the company on the right track.

Before Whitworth Builders began using Captevrix’s services they knew something had 

to change and the current company they were using was not working for them. 



How Captevrix Helped Whitworth 
Builders

The first thing the Captevrix team discovered was that many of Whitworth’s platforms were 

not complete and had false followers. We cleaned up the accounts and ensured their 

platforms represented the brand and were in sync with the website’s message. 

We began watching how the new followers interacted with the brand and built on that. 

We continued to reach out to the online community to find quality followers. 

As the years continued we added blogging to Whitworth’s online strategy as his competition 

was beginning to use Whitworth’s best practices. Hoffman had noticed his rankings were 

increasing prior to blogging but now, his rankings stay consistent and he’s very happy 

with the progress. 

Captevrix adopted and implemented the capability to provide virtual tours at the client’s 

request and this has resulted in nearly 80,000 views of tours created of their model homes 
as well as their for sale homes.



What Whitworth Has to Say
“The Captevrix team is always willing to help and guide 

us in our marketing strategies and continue to grow our 

social media presence in a healthy way. Quick tricks 

don’t work”

~Larry Hoffman, Marketing Director, Whitworth Builders

“One the main things I love about working with the 

Captevrix Team is that they are always researching

The latest marketing trends and coming up with great plans. 

Not only do they come up with a plan, they make sure it is well

Executed. “

~Crystal Gray, Realtor, Whitworth Builders



Results
The clean up efforts of Whitworth Builders social media truly paid off as they only have quality 

followers now. After a two-year success with their social media campaigns Hoffman decided to 

add blogging to the mix which keeps his rankings steady.

Their social media engagement and reach had increased by 175% as the campaign stayed 

steady and their blog had increased their website traffic by 55%. 

Hoffman understood that the online world will always be changing and is confident that the 

Captevrix team will keep him informed and up-to-date with his marketing plan and efforts. 



Ready to See the Results?
Captevrix currently has a 96% client retention rate and we would love to talk to you 
about joining us in an endeavor to conquer the web! Currently, our full-service digital 
marketing clients use the affordable all-in-one marketing platform that allows us to 
execute the perfect marketing plan for your unique business.

http://hubs.ly/y0dT6B0
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